I. INTRODUCTION
The study of baryon states with charm or beauty is capturing much attention in hadron physics recently [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The finding of baryon states of hidden charm (pentaquarks) in Refs. [7, 8] certainly stimulated this field, but this was followed by another relevant discovery, with the observation of five new Ω c states [9] . This discovery stimulated much theoretical work trying to describe these states (see detailed description of works in Ref. [10] ). From these we specially refer to Ref. [11] which uses a dynamics closely related to ours.
The Ω b states have not been the subject of much study. Experimentally the PDG [12] quotes the ground state J P = + states in different quark models, relativistic quark model [13] , non-relativistic quark model [14] and QCD sum rules [15] [16] [17] [18] . In this latter line, some recent works make predictions for the Ω b ground state and the first orbitally and radially excited states, with spin J = 1/2 and 3/2 [19, 20] .
Unlike in the charm sector, no work on Ω b molecular states has been done. The recent finding of the Ω c states by the LHCb collaboration [9] , and the steady work in the search of new states, makes the study of Ω b molecular states relevant and opportune. The opportunity is even more apparent after the realization in the works of Refs. [10, 11] that several of the observed states can be well described in the molecular picture. In Ref. [11] the local hidden gauge formalism is used to obtain the interaction between mesons and baryons in the charm sector, with the quantum number of Ω c . The channels considered are
, Ω c η, Ω c η ′ and the interaction proceeds via the exchange of vector mesons, In Ref. [10] one obtains three states, which can be associated to three states of Ref. [9] , and the agreement of masses and widths is good. The success of this approach to get some of the observed Ω c states stimulates us to use the same idea and make predictions for Ω b
states. The work is simple because all one must do is to change a c quark by a b quark, and the matrix elements of the interaction are formally the same, although some differences appear in the non-diagonal terms due to the different masses of the hadrons. On the other hand, we can also benefit from the works of Refs. [24, 25] which show that to preserve heavy quark symmetry in the molecular states one should use a common cut-off in the regularization of the meson-baryon loop functions in the heavy quark sector. An alterative method to preserve this symmetry is provided in Ref. [26] . Given these two ingredients, we feel confident that the two states will become a state of the art and the comparison with the predictions done here will shed light on hadron dynamics and the nature of some hadronic states.
II. FORMALISM
We follow closely the formalism of Ref. [10] by changing a c quark by a b quark. For the case of Ω c we took the coupled channels from Ref. [27] up to an energy of 3470 MeV, far above the energy of the states seen in Ref. [9] . In the present case we take the corresponding states changing the quark c by the b quark. We take into account the S-wave interaction of these coupled channels and hence we can have states with
− . In Tables I, II and III we show these coupled channels and the corresponding threshold masses 1 . The interaction between these channels at tree level is obtained using the local hidden gauge (LHG) approach [21] [22] [23] extended to the charm and beauty sector. The interaction is mediated by the exchange of vector mesons, as shown in Fig. 1 for two cases.
The uper vertex in Fig. 1 for pseudoscalar(P)-pseudoscalar(P)-vector(V) is given in terms of the Lagrangian
with g the coupling of the LHG approach, g =
(m V ∼ 800 MeV, f π = 93 MeV), and Φ, V the SU(4) matrices for pseudoscalar mesons and the vector mesons with the quarks u, d, s, b.
The matrices are given explicitly in Ref. [10] for the u, d, s, c sector, and the analogues for the u, d, s, b quarks are easily constructed. There is no need to write them. The change of the c quark by the b quark, with the same structure of the wave functions, has as a consequence that the matrix elements of the transitions are formally the same up to some small change in the non-diagonal terms that we discuss below.
It was shown in Ref. [28] that in the case of the diagonal terms one exchanges light vectors and the heavy quark (b quark here) is a spectator. This guarantees that we can obtain these terms from the SU(3) sector of the LHG approach [21] [22] [23] and that the interaction does not depend on the heavy quark, then automatically satisfying the heavy quark symmetry [29, 30] . In the non-diagonal transitions, sometimes a B * s vector is exchanged, instead of ρ, ω, φ in the diagonal terms. Then these terms are very much suppressed by the mass of the B * s . In Ref. [10] , a D * s was exchanged, and both in Ref. [11] and Ref. [10] it was found that this was penalized by a factor about 1/4. We follow the same argumentation as in Ref. [10] and write for the heavy propagator compared with the diagonal case
The lower vertices in Fig. 1 for the vector(V)-baryon(B)-baryon(B) couplings are obtained by writing explicitly the vector mesons and the baryons in terms of quarks, as it is done in Ref. [10] . The wave functions for the baryons are identical to those used in Ref. [10] changing the c quark by a b quark. As to the isospin states (we need only I = 0 to construct Ω b state), we have the isospin multiplets
and the isospin I = 0 states are easily obtained from those and have the same relative signs as in the charm sector in Ref. [10] .
Then the transition potentials are given by − . − . − .
transition potentials V ij can be written as
with M B i and E B i the mass and the center-of-mass energy of the baryon in the i-th channel.
From the potential of Eq. (4) we construct the t-matrix using the Bethe-Salpeter equation in coupled channels in the on-shell factorized form [32, 33] 
where G is the diagonal matrix from the loop function of the intermediate meson-baryon propagators. As in Ref. [10] we take the cut-off regularization and use here the same cutoff that was used in Ref. [10] to respect rules of heavy quark symmetry, as discussed in
Refs. [24, 25] . We take q max = 650 MeV, which was the cut-off providing good agreement with the experimental states in Ref. [10] . The poles of the amplitudes provide the states and they are searched in the second Riemann sheet of the complex energy plane as in Ref. [10] .
It should be noted that in the case of vector-baryon interaction, V ij of Eq. (4) has the extra factor ǫ · ǫ ′ , where ǫ and ǫ ′ are the polarization vectors of the initial and final vector mesons, stemming from the V( ǫ)-V( ǫ ′ )-V(virtual) vertex in the limit of small three momenta compared to the vector meson masses [10, 34] . This factor induces degeneracy in
− vector-baryon( which is done through pion exchange [35] , but in our case pion exchange is found to be small.
III. RESULTS
In Tables VII, VIII and IX, we show the results. In Table VII we see that we obtain two states with J P =
2
− at 6405 MeV and 6465 MeV. The widths are given by twice the imaginary part of the pole position, and they are small in all cases. We also show the couplings of the states obtained to the different coupled channels, as well as the product
is the G function calculated at the pole in the second Riemann sheet), which as shown in Ref. [36] is proportional to the wave function at the origin. By looking at the couplings and the wave function at the origin we can see that the first state, at 6405 MeV, couples strongly to Ξ ′ bK and next to Ω b η. The second state, at 6465 MeV, couples most strongly to ΞB and little to the other channels, and hence it qualifies as mostly a ΞB bound state.
In Table VIII , we show the states that appear exclusively in J P = Finally we also show in Table IX the three states that we obtain from the vector-baryon channels. Here the spin-parity can be − , since in our approach these spin states are degenerate. One can break the degeneracy allowing pion exchange between the pseudoscalarbaryon and vector-baryon states as done in Refs. [37, 38] , but as shown in Ref. [10] for the Ω c states, the pion exchange was very small in this case. We obtain three states at 6508
MeV, 6676 MeV and 6818 MeV with very small width. The first state couples mostly to ΞB * , the second one to Ξ bK * and the third one to Ξ ′ bK * with small coupling to the other In Ref. [10] we had also found three states of vector-baryon nature, but they appear in a region where the experimental background is large. In any case our approach does not tell the strength at which the states are produced in the particular LHCb reaction. Yet, other more selective methods to produce the states like
in the case of Ω c states, would allow theoretical approaches to predict the relative strength at which every state is produced. In the present case we cannot rely on the weak decay of heavier resonances, but it would be convenient to search for the Ω b states in different reactions where the strength for the production of the different states would be different, and one would have more chances to find them. The analogy of the Ω b states with the Ω c ones, suggest that three of the states predicted by us could be easily seen using a similar reaction. Although the production of Ω b states is done with less statistics than the Ω c states in LHCb, with increased luminosity in future runs the access to these states will become a state of the art. Predictions done before the experiment are very useful, and comparison of the results obtained here with experimental measurements in the future will help us understand better hadron dynamics and the nature of some of the states found.
